
2.2 Lower KS2 – Islam (Submission to the will of Allah) - Lessons 3/4: Shahadah 
 

Context:  
The children already know that Muslims have to follow 5 duties, including praying 5 times a day. In this 
lesson we will explore the most important of these: Shahadah. The declaration of faith, which contains 
the Muslim creed, the Kalimah.  
 
Essential core: Key belief – Islam (Submission to the will of Allah) 

 Know that Islam means “Submission (to the will of Allah)” and the word Muslims means someone 
who has willingly submitted themselves to Allah. 

 Identify the two main beliefs of Islam as: 
 the belief in only one God, and 
 the belief that Muhammad is the Messenger of God 

Resources:  

 Sheet ‘father whispers into ear’  
 BBC, The Shahadah: https://www.bbc.com/bitesize/clips/zstfgk7  
 My Religion My Life: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c5c9-

1zxPeA&list=PLcvEcrsF_9zJxDHG9JtcCmiAgwVFRW3uK&t=0s&index=14  
 Pictures of walls in mosques decorated with geometric patterns and verse from the Qur’an. 
 PowerPoint on Shahadah 
 Teachers’ notes on Arabesque 
 Pupils worksheet on calligraphy and geometric patterns 

 

 
INTRODUCTION: This can all happen in circle time. Begin the activities by telling children we are going to 
learn about whispering. Ask them to talk in pairs about when it is good to whisper. Play a game of Chinese 
whispers – it is boring if the circle is too large, so set up three or four circles of about 6-8 children to do 
this. Give them some messages to try out first: ‘There is cheese pie for dinner today.’ ‘Mrs Jones is having 
a baby in the summer holiday.’ ‘Everyone should remember to be kind.’  ‘When Baby is sleeping, don’t 
make loud noises.’ Ask the children if it is true that whispering makes us listen carefully, and talk about 
why we whisper – to tell a secret, or to ‘not wake the baby.’ Some children have a baby in their homes: 
ask if they will share what kinds of things people say to the baby, and the kinds of voice they use. Make it 
fun.   
Tell the children that there is one religion where a new baby gets a message in whispers at the very 
beginning of life. Show them a picture like this one, where a Muslim dad whispers the Shahadah, the 
statement of Muslim faith, into his new baby’s ear. Ask them first of all to make some guesses: what is 
happening? How does the man feel? What is he thinking? Will he shout or whisper? What will he 
whisper? Then tell them what is really happening, and ask them what they like about the picture.  
The words ’God is most great’ There is no god but Allah’ are a part of what Muslims pray 5 times every 
day. They are very important words for Muslims. Ask the children to think about whispering to a baby. If 
they could choose some words to whisper, what would they choose? Give some ideas: Welcome to the 
World! (or ‘Family’?); You are loved and you are lovely! You will have happy days in your life! The fun 
starts here! (or ‘the learning’). Which ideas do the children like, and can they suggest some ideas of their 
own? 
 
Use the worksheet and complete what you think the father is thinking.  



Discuss with pupils:  Muslim custom is to whisper to a new baby ‘God is most great. There is no God but 
Allah’. Talk about these questions: Why whisper? Why not shout? Why these words? How does it feel? 
Does it matter that baby doesn’t understand? 
 
Ask theWatch Dawud listen to and repeat the Shahadah in English. Explain that this is repeated every 
time a Muslim prays.  
 

 
BUILD UP: 

1. Watch the short film from the My Religion My Life series. Here a Muslim girl explains the Shahadah. 
She goes on to cover all 5 pillars, but you may decide not to watch that far.  

2. Show the PPT. Ask pupils to reflect on the sorts of things people actually worship and the sorts of 
things it makes people do. Muslims say because Allah created us, He knows best how would should 
behave. The word Islam means the peace we get by obeying God’s rules, by following His rules in 
our lives. Some might say it is like parents, they know what is best for us when we are young and 
don’t know any better. Their rules keep us safe and help us to grow. It’s the same for Muslims.  

3. Give the pupils the sheets of geometric patterns and calligraphy. Using the teachers notes explain 
to pupils that Muslims do not use images of people in their artwork and rarely animals, for fear that 
people will start worshipping the images (remember at the time of Muhammad people worshipped 
many gods through images). They have therefore developed a style of artwork known as 
Arabesque. They use it to show the beauty of the words they are expressing or decorating. 

 
 

 
TASKS: 
Give out the sheets on the Shahadah and Arabesque and ask pupils to colour in the geometric patterns. 
Advise them to keep it simple. Then ask them to write out the Shahadah in a calligraphic form: ie as neatly 
as they can within the frame beneath the patterns. 
 
A school has decided that its hall should be decorated, paying particular attention to the front 
wall that faces the children and teachers during assemblies. The school would like the decoration 
of this wall to include patterns and calligraphy which remind people of what is important about 
school. Tell the children that the words and patterns must be connected with school so that, for 
example, words connected with learning could be used in the calligraphy, a pattern could use 
books and pencils for shapes. While the children are carrying out this task, discuss with them why 
they have chosen particular words or patterns. 
 
FORMATIVE ASSESSMENT: 
Whole class discussion  
"There is no god but Allah, Muhammad is the messenger of Allah." Why is saying the Shahadah so 
important to Muslims? 
 

 


